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Abstract— In this work, we study the CMA-NAF protocol
proposed by Azarian et al. in [1] and propose a practical
implementation. We are interested in the case of two cooperating
sources which want to transmit to the same destination. In
this context, two slight improvements of the protocol provide
a better DMT and lower error rates. We also propose to use
a decode-and-forward strategy for the same system and thus
deﬁne the CMA-IDF, based on the incomplete decoding proposed
in [2]. Theoretical study as well as simulation results show
these protocols perform better than the best known cooperative
protocols used with a time-division multiple-access (TDMA)
strategy, and than the best existing CMA protocol, the CMANAF.

A. Channel model
In this paper a network with 2 users U1 and U2 who want
to transmit to the same destination D is considered.
Terminals are half-duplex which means they cannot receive
and transmit at the same time. They are equipped with only
one antenna. This work can be later generalized to the MIMO
case. Channel links are supposed to be Rayleigh distributed
and slow fading, so their coefﬁcient can be considered constant
during the transmission of at least one frame.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In cooperative systems, a time-division multiple-access
(TDMA) strategy is usually considered. However, it happens
that several users need to transmit at the same time while
cooperating. A new strategy has then to be deﬁned: the
cooperative multiple access (CMA).
Two different strategies can be considered. In [3] authors
suppose the existence of a common relay which helps N
sources to transmit to the same destination. This model is
called the multiple access relay channel (MARC). Most of
cooperative protocols designed for a relay channel can be
easily generalized to the MARC. The relay MAC channel
(RMAC) considers only N + 1 nodes: N sources cooperate
together to transmit to the same destination. This work studies
this last model on which very few study has been done, and
new protocols have to be proposed.
For a network with two sources and one destination, a
decode-and-forward (DF) CMA protocol based on superposition modulation has been proposed in [4] and further explored
in [5] and [6]. In [1] authors propose an amplify-and-forward
(AF) CMA as an extension of the NAF protocol [1], [7], named
CMA-NAF, and study its diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff.
In this paper, we propose a practical implementation of the
CMA-NAF with a distributed Golden code [8], as well as some
modiﬁcation of the protocol in order to improve performance.
Moreover, we also deﬁne a new protocol using a DF strategy
and based on the same idea: the CMA-IDF. We study the
theoretical and practical performance of these protocols and
show that they perform better than the best known AF and
DF protocols associated to a TDMA strategy and than the
usual CMA-NAF. Moreover, the diversity-multiplexing gain
tradeoff (DMT) of the improved CMA-NAF outperforms the
one of the original CMA-NAF proposed in [1] as well as the
one of the TDMA strategy.
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System model : network with 2 sources and one destination

In the next sections, we will use the notation given in
Figure 1. The channel coefﬁcient of the link between user U1
(resp. U2 ) and destination D is g1 (resp. g2 ), and the channel
coefﬁcient of the link between user U1 (resp. U2 ) and U2 (resp.
U1 ) is h12 (resp. h21 ). We can assume that the attenuations
from U1 to U2 and from U2 to U1 are the same and that the
phases are opposite. Thus we can simplify notation and write
h = h12 = h∗21 .
II. T HE CMA-NAF PROTOCOL AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION
A. Presentation of the protocol described in [1]
A cooperative multiple-access protocol, named CMA-NAF,
is proposed in [1] by Azarian et al. It is the best known CMA
protocol and thus is used as a reference in this paper.
The CMA-NAF is orthogonal, i.e. only one terminal transmits in each time slot. The used strategy is “amplify-andforward”. The transmitted signal is a linear combination of the
signal received in the previous time slot and the information
of the transmitting user. A frame is deﬁned so that each user is
helped once by all other users. The rate of such a protocol is
1 symbol pcu and its diversity order N the number of sources.
In the particular case of only two sources and 4 time slots,
the frame is described in ﬁgure 2. The linear combination
factors ai and bi are chosen so that the transmitted signal
respects the total power constraint Ptot ≤ 1.
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Fig. 2. Transmission frame of the CMA-NAF protocol for 2 users and 4
time slots
Fig. 3.

It is shown in [1] that the CMA-NAF protocol asymptotically achieves the optimal diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff
(DMT) when the number of time slots grows to inﬁnity:
∗

(1)

lim d (r) = N (1 − r).

M→∞

B. Implementation of the CMA-NAF
In this paper, we consider the case of two sources. We
implement the CMA-NAF with a distributed Golden code,
which means that coded signals are
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where θ = 1+2 5 is the Golden number, θ = 1−2 5 is its
u
conjugate, α = 1 + i − iθ and the si j are the information
symbols of user Uj .
In order to take advantage of the space-time diversity
provided by the code, an ML decoder such as the sphere
decoder or the Schnorr-Euchner algorithm is implemented at
destination.
In this paper, we consider that coefﬁcients ai and bi are
the same for each source ai = a and bi = bβ with β =
√ 1 2 the amplifying factor chosen such that the power of
1+ρ|h|

the ampliﬁed signal is normalized. a and b respecting a2 +b2 =
1 are chosen by simulation.
III. I MPROVEMENTS OF THE CMA-NAF

We propose two improvements of the known CMA-NAF, in
order for the two users to have the same performance, and to
have a better energy distribution.
A. Switching the sources at each frame transmission
The CMA-NAF as described in [1] is asymmetric: indeed,
as can be seen on ﬁgure 2, information of user U1 is better
protected than information of user U2 . All its coded symbols
are repeated once, which is not the case for the last coded
symbol of user U2 .
This problem can be solved by deﬁning a new superframe
of 8 slots. This superframe is divided into two subframes of
4 slots each. The ﬁrst subframe is deﬁned as in ﬁgure 2. In
the second subframe, the roles of the 2 users are switched.
The new superframe is represented in ﬁgure 3. This way, the
protocol is fairer and protects the two users the same (each
user sends 4 coded symbols and has 3 of them protected).
In the sequel, this strategy is proven to improve the DMT
of the protocol.
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Transmission frame of the MAC protocol for 4 slots

B. Deleting each user’s own information
In the CMA-NAF proposed in [1] the entirety of the
received signals is forwarded. So, at the end of the frame,
the transmit power is shared between 4 different coded symbols. Moreover, the ﬁrst coded symbol to be sent, X1u1 is
forwarded 3 times, while the last one to be forwarded, X2u1 ,
is retransmitted only once, and with a lower power.
This unbalanced power distribution can be corrected if
each user substracts its own information contribution from the
received signals. Transmitted signals are then linear combinations of only two coded symbols (one from each user). Only
noises are added.
C. Signal model
Received signal at source U2 during the ﬁrst time slot is
√
y1u2 = ρh∗ X1u1 + v1u2 ,
where v1u2 is gaussian noise. The expression of the ﬁrst amplifying factor can be deduced from this equation. Normalizing
the forwarded signal β1 y1u2 gives β1 = √ 1 2 .
1+ρ|h|

In the other time slots, received signals at source U1 and
U2 respectively are
√
time slot 2i:
yiu1 = ρh(aXiu2 + bf1 (Xiu1 )) + viu1 ,
√
u2
u1
u2
time slot 2i+1: yi+1
= ρh∗ (aXi+1
+ bf2 (Xiu2 )) + vi+1
,

where f1 (Xiu1 ) (resp. f2 (Xiu2 )) is a linear function of Xiu1
(resp. Xiu2 ) and some accumulated noise. Let’s note Pw,i the
power of the accumulated noise at the users in time slot i. It
is deﬁned recursively with Pw,1 = 1 and
∀k ∈ {2, 3, 4},

2
Pw,k = 1 + ρb2 βk−1
|h|2 Pw,k−1 .

(5)

Amplifying factors β2i and β2i+1 are calculated so that the
power of the forwarded signals are normalized. Thus they are
deﬁned recursively with β1 = √ 1 2 and
1+ρ|h|

∀k ∈ {2, 3},

βk2 =

1
.
Pw,k + ρa2 |h|2

(6)

Finally, the total noise power at destination is given recursively by P1 = 1 and
∀k ∈ {1, 2},

2
P2k = 1 + ρβ2k−1
|g2 |2 Pw,2k−1 ,
2
P2k+1 = 1 + ρβ2k |g1 |2 Pw,2k .

(7)

Considering the ﬁrst subframe of size 4 and normalizing the
noises we can write the system in a MIMO form (equation 3).
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Finally, considering the superframe of size 8, we can deﬁne
two 4 × 2 matrices M1 (f, g, h) and M2 (f, g, h), functions of
three variables f , g and h, so that we can rewrite the received
signals at destination in equation (4) where
AF
• y8×1 is the array of the received signals at destination;
u1
u2
• x4×1 (resp. x4×1
) is the array of the input signals of user
U1 (resp. U2 );
• w8×1 is an array of gaussian noises.
H1 (resp. H2 ) is then the equivalent channel matrix for user
U1 (resp. U2 ).
Matrices M1 (f, g, h) and M2 (f, g, h) are given by
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IV. G ENERALIZATION TO THE DECODE - AND - FORWARD
STRATEGY: CMA-IDF
In some context such as a multihop system, a decode-andforward strategy may be necessary as has been shown in [9].
Thus an efﬁcient CMA using a DF strategy has to be deﬁned.
In this paper, we propose to use the same idea than for the
CMA-NAF to deﬁne the new CMA-IDF.
A. To cooperate or not
An evaluation of the inter-user link quality has ﬁrst to be
processed. Indeed, a DF protocol is efﬁcient only if signals
are correctly decoded at sources. Thus a selection based
on the quality of the inter-user link has been proposed in
literature [10]. According to the Shannon theorem, signals
can be correctly decoded only if the inter-user link is not in
outage.We can distinguish two cases: (1) if the inter-user link
is in outage, signals are sent in a non-cooperative manner, with
a TDMA strategy; (2) if the inter-user link is not in outage,
signals can be correctly decoded, and the new CMA-IDF is
used.
The outage event is given by
0
/
(9)
O = log(1 + ρ|h|2 ) < 2R
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where R is the global spectral efﬁciency. The spectral efﬁu
ciency of the inter-user link is twice since each element Xi j
contains two information symbols.
B. The CMA-IDF protocol
In the CMA-IDF messages of users U1 and U2 are sent
following the same transmission frame (see ﬁgure 3) as the
improved CMA-NAF. The difference stands in the processing
of the processing of the received signals at the two users. In
the same way as in the previous section, as its own information
is known to user Uj , it can delete it from its received
signals. Then, it decodes the other user’s information using the
incomplete decoding described in [2] for the decoding at the
relays in a DF protocol. The received signals are decoded as
elements X√
i of the ring of integers of the considered number
ﬁeld (Q(i, 5) in the case of the distributed Golden code)
without looking at the information symbols sj .
Assuming signals have been correctly decoded at user U1
and U2 , received signals at destination can be written in the
same way that for the AF case (see equation 4) except that the
two 4 × 2 matrices M1 (f, g) and M2 (f, g) are newly deﬁned
as functions of only two variables f and g.
⎡
⎡
⎤
⎤
f
0
0
0
⎢ bg 0 ⎥
⎢ af 0 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
M1 (f, g) = ⎢
⎣ 0 af ⎦ and M2 (f, g) = ⎣ bg 0 ⎦
0 bg
0 af
(10)
V. P ERFORMANCE OF THE NEW PROTOCOLS
A. Outage probability analysis
Tse et al. deﬁne the outage event for a multiple access
channel in [11]. Considering only two single-antenna users
and a single-antenna destination, the deﬁnition reduces to
O = O1 ∪ O2 ∪ O1,2

(11)

where Oi∈{1,2} is the outage event of user Ui if the information of user Uj̸=i is known and O1,2 is the outage event of
both users U1 and U2 .
In the AF case, the three possible outage events can be
expressed as
1
4
2
3 R
1
log det I + ρHi (Hi )† <
Oi∈{1,2} =
,
(12)
4
2

We can note that the two events in the union are independent,
so the probability of Oi will be a sum of probability. Moreover,
the two events in each intersection are independent too, so the
probability of each element of the union will be a product of
probabilities. Finally we can write:
P (Oi ) = P (OiDF )(1−P (OSR ))+P (OiSISO )P (OSR ) (15)
In the same way, we can write
3
0
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2
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SR

P (O )(1 − P (O )) +
+P (O2SISO )P (OSR )

B. Simulations results
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In ﬁgure 4 is represented the theoretical performance of
the new protocol obtained thanks to Monte Carlo simulations,
compared to the performance of the best known AF and DF
protocols associated to a TDMA strategy for two users (resp.
the NAF protocol [1], [7] and the Incomplete DF [2]). The
outage probability is plotted as a function of the SNR. In this
example, we have chosen α2 = 0.2.
We can remark, that the MAC strategy associated to the
newly deﬁned cooperative protocols provides better performance than the usual TDMA strategy associated with the best
known AF and DF cooperative protocols.
Moreover, we can note that the DF strategy gives slightly
better results than the AF one.
We can give an upper bound on the outage probability

Frame error rate

1

4
3
2
1
(13)
log det I + ρHH† < R ,
4
6
5
where Hi is deﬁned in equation (4), and H = H1 H2 .
In the DF case, the expressions of the outage probabilities
are more complex because of the selection between the noncooperation and the cooperative strategy that is necessary to
preserve the gain of the DF protocol.
Indeed, the DF strategy is used if and only if the inter-user
link is not in outage. Otherwise, signals are sent in a SISO
manner with a TDMA strategy.
Then, the outage event Oi can be expressed as the event of
user Ui being in outage using the cooperative MAC protocol
with the inter-user link not being in outage, or the event of user
Ui being in outage using the SISO protocol with the inter-user
link being in outage, which can be written:
3 R0
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2
†
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4 log
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∩ log det
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In ﬁgure 5 is represented the performance of the new
protocol compared with the NAF and IDF protocols associated
to a TDMA strategy. The frame error rates of these protocols
are plotted as functions of of the SNR. The factor α2 is still
set to 0.2.
The improvements observed on outage probability curves
are conﬁrmed by the simulation results. Thanks to the MAC
strategy associated to the new AF and DF protocols, we
obtain better performance than with the usual TDMA strategy
associated to best known cooperative protocols. Moreover, the
DF strategy provides a slight gain in performance over the AF
protocol.
C. Diversity-Multiplexing gain Tradeoff analysis
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The diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff (DMT) has been
introduced in [12] in order to evaluate the asymptotic performance of space-time codes. A diversity gain d(r) is achieved
at a multiplexing gain r if
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lim

ρ→∞

log pout (r log ρ)
= −d(r)
log ρ

2
MISO bound
TDMA+NAF, TDMA+IDF, MAC+new protocol DF
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1,5

diversity gain d

Theorem 1: The DMT of the improved CMA-NAF is
7
8+
4
d∗ = (1 − r) + 1 − r
(19)
3
This DMT is better than the one of the NAF protocol, which
is the best known AF cooperative protocol using a TDMA
strategy in the case of two users, and better than the one of
the original CMA-NAF which is only

1

0,5

+

d∗ = (1 − r) + (1 − 2r)

Proof: In section V-A, we derived the expression of the
outage probability, the ﬁnal expression is given in equation
(18). In order to compute the DMT of this cooperative strategy,
we have to study the asymptotic behavior of this expression
when the SNR grows to inﬁnity.
Let’s call d1 (resp. d2 and d1,2 ) the DMT of the outage event
O1 (resp. O2 and O1,2 ). Let’s deﬁne d∗ = min{d1 , d2 , d1,2 }
and O∗ the corresponding outage event. Then, we have
.
P (O∗ ) ≤ P (O) ≤ P (O1 ) + P (O2 ) + P (O1,2 ) = P (O∗ )
so

∗
.
.
P (O) = P (O∗ ) = ρ−d

(20)

Using the expressions of the outage probabilities provided in
V-A, we can compute the DMT. Calculations are not provided
in this paper.
8+
7
4
and d12 = 2(1 − r).
d1 = d2 = (1 − r) + 1 − r
3
Theorem 2: The DMT of the improved CMA-IDF is
+

d∗ = (1 − r) + (1 − 2r)
(21)
The DMT of the CMA-IDF protocol is the same as the
DMT of the Incomplete DF protocol which is the best known
DF cooperative protocol using a TDMA strategy in the case
of two users.
Proof: Similar calculations than in the AF case provide
the same results when the cooperating mode is selected.
Unfortunately, the overall DMT is bounded because of the
selection with non-cooperation. Indeed
0 /
0
/
P log(1 + ρ|g1 |2 ) < R P log(1 + ρ|h|2 ) < 2R
+
.
.
= P {1 − v1 < r} P {1 − u < 2r} = ρ−(1−r) ρ−(1−2r)
The DMT of the improved CMA-NAF and CMA-IDF
protocols are represented in ﬁgure 6, compared with the ones
of the best known AF and DF protocols associated to a TDMA
strategy (resp. NAF and IDF).
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work we have presented a practical implementation
as well as some improvements of the CMA-NAF for a network
with two sources and one destination. A new CMA protocol
using a DF strategy has also been proposed. Their theoretical
and practical performance in terms of outage probability and
simulation results show that they are more efﬁcient than the
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best known AF and DF cooperation protocols associated to
a TDMA strategy. Moreover, the diversity-multiplexing gain
tradeoff of the improved CMA-NAF protocol is proven to be
better than the one of the original CMA-NAF as well as than
the protocols using a TDMA strategy. The DMT of the CMAIDF however is the same same as the one of the IDF using a
TDMA strategy.
In a future work we propose to use this protocol with a
longer frame, which will provide a DMT tending to the MISO
bound. We are also interesting to generalize these protocols to
a higher number of transmitting users, as well as to multipleantenna terminals.
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